Light Painting Photography Workshop  
October 13, 2022, Duke University, Durham, NC  
Wilkinson Building Auditorium

AGENDA

6:00pm Opening & Introduction  
Dr. Tuan Vo-Dinh, Director of the Fitzpatrick Institute for Photonics (FIP)

6:05pm Welcome Address  
Dr. Jerome Lynch, F.EMI, Vinik Dean, Pratt School of Engineering  
Miranda Volborth, Chair, Art@DukeEngineering

6:10pm Program Introductions of Light Painters & Sponsors  
August Burns, Business Manager of FIP and Light Painter

What is Light Painting?  
Jason Page

Types of Light Painting & Short History  
Intro of LPB Tools  
Jason Rinehart

6:20pm Show Techniques of Light Painting (in auditorium)  
Jason Page - Light writing and Illuminated Beings  
August Burns & Laura DelPrato - Orb Spinning with Ball of Light & Sparkles  
Johnny Dickerson - Camera Rotation and Hypercube  
Jess Cruger - Multi-exposure images and Pixelstick/Magilight for Research Images  
John Shockey - Creating Domes with Bicycle Rims  
Jason Rinehart - Spirals and “Around The House”

Demonstrations in real time of a few techniques listed above.  
Audience will have opportunity to photograph some of the art with guidance on settings.

7:00 Group Breakouts for light painting

8:00 Close out by August Burns and Light Painter Guests  
Questions & comments for light painters.  
Drawing of Light Painting items & prints.  
Check out the artists light painting tools in auditorium after conclusion

Thanks to our Sponsors

Light Painting Brushes

Hyperspace Lighting Company
Light Painting Photography Workshop
October 13, 2022, Duke University, Durham, NC
Wilkinson Building Auditorium

Thanks To All Volunteers

Artist Volunteers
Johnny Dickerson from Wendell, NC: jediimind@hotmail.com
Jedii Light Painting (Facebook/Instagram)

Laura DelPrato from Charlottesville, VA: lauraj.delprato@gmail.com
Lauradelprato.com (Website/Instagram/Facebook)

Jason Page from Hobe Sound, Florida: jason@jasondpage.com
LightPaintingBrushes.com (Website/Facebook/Instagram)
JasonDPage.com (Website/Facebook/Instagram)

Jason Rinehart of Buchanan, Virginia: hartlightphoto@gmail.com
Hartlight Photography  (Facebook/Instagram)

John Shockey of Wilmington, NC: jshockey7@gmail.com
Through the Eyes of a Photographer (Facebook/Instagram)

Artist Volunteers at Duke
August Burns of Durham, NC: augustburnsphotography@gmail.com
or august.burns@duke.edu
augustburnsphotography.com (Website/Instagram)

Jess Cruger of Durham, NC: jessi.cruger.duke@gmail.com
cruger_creations (Instagram) website coming soon

**If you see a particular style of light painting that you wish to pursue, you may reach out to the artist directly and several photographers offer workshops periodically or upon request.

IT Support Volunteers
Sam Niam, Artist & Pratt IT User Services Specialist

Volunteers
Amey Chaware, PhD Student, Secretary, Duke Optical Student Chapter
Adriana Stohn, PhD Student, President, Duke Optical Student Chapter
Miranda Volborth, Miranda Volborth, Chair, Art@DukeEngineering
Melissa Wu, PhD Student, Duke Optical Student Chapter